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Positioning
a new product brand
The engineers Professor Sturm and Partner, with headquarter in Dresden,
conducted the following comparative test for a ball bearing from the
trademark „NBR“ to verify that a qualitative statement on their
performance potential was possible.

Context for the qualitative evaluation of a new brand product
Radial insert ball bearings are special

Appropriate evaluation criteria for the

In connection with further tools (quali-

grooved ball bearings with extended in-

assessment of a bearing need to be

ty management, Kaizen), this is a very

ner ring in different variants (fastening

selected by the user as groove ball be-

innovative tool that helps the user to

possibilities, sealings). The outer ring is

arings are very dependable machine

more competitiveness or economic suc-

normally ball-shaped or spherical so that

elements with their manufacturing tech-

cess in the long-term.

the bearing can equalize misalignments

nology being continuously further deve-

between several bearing positions in a

loped since more than 100 years. Sole

Starting point are the existing solutions

corresponding housing. Typical applica-

verification of the standardized bearing

of the bests in the respective market.

tions can be found in materials handling

dimensions does not allow objective as-

The goal is the constant quest for impro-

equipment as well as in agricultural and

sessments pertaining to performance

vement potentials in the ongoing inten-

construction machinery.

capabilities due to the generally high le-

sifying competition.

vel of manufacturing standards for ball
bearings (reliability is above 99.7 % (!)).

Therefore, it makes sense to revert to renowned makes such as NTN or SNR.

A commonly accepted method for qualitative evaluation is comparative analysis
with a reference value. This reference
value provides a measure as to whether
the object of comparison is better or
worse against this measure. A modern
term for this is: “Benchmarking”.
At the beginning of the nineties, the
“bench marking” management method
made its way into almost all areas of our
life. One of the pioneers in the German
market is the consumer organization
“Stiftung Warentest”.
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A machine is only as good as its roller bearings –
Performing the test series
In order to receive results that are re-

Radial insert ball bearings are internati-

It turned out in the course of previous

levant for practice, radial insert ball

onally standardized, so it stood to rea-

tests that the bearings of individual

bearings of comparable type and di-

son to check the geometric main dimen-

brands became conspicuously warm

mensions manufactured in series were

sions (bore, outer diameter, width) to

as-compared with other bearings. The

randomly selected and directly procured

DIN 620. The bearing play could not be

development of intrinsic temperature

from the manufacturers.

checked since the whole bearings were

in a bearing normally has explanatory

greased ex-factory.

power about bearing quality. So if the
intrinsic temperature on a noise test rig

A ball bearing always represents a mat-

(low load, good heat dissipation) stron-

ched system of individual components

gly increases in a short period of time,

(rings, balls, cage, seals, lubricant). If

the bearing has left correspondingly

these components are perfectly mat-

less reserve (external heating) when ins-

ched, a low running noise would be the

talled. At the same time, this test enab-

result. This means that a good bearing

les an explanation on a bearing‘s energy

also runs very quietly as a rule. Any

efficiency.

unevenness on the surface (scores, dirt
particles, missing lubricating film, run-

Therefore, the development of self-hea-

outs, imbalances) generates vibration

ting over time was also compared.

and thus increased noise.
Standard DIN 5426-1 specifies the noise
test on the completely mounted (but
not yet installed) bearing. In the process,
measurement of the structure-borne
sound is performed under defined load
and speed. In so doing, the velocity of
oscillation is measured in three frequency bands via a sensor. The measuring instruments can hardly be compared from
manufacturer to manufacturer. Therefore, a comparative measurement makes
sense. Modern testing machines measure vibration acceleration additionally.
This allows implementing and running
additional frequency analyses.
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Assessing the test results
and conclusions
The comparison concerns a snap-shot

as significant increase of intrinsic tempe-

normally manufactured within precision

of an individual, randomly selected be-

rature.

classes P0 or P6. The NBR bearings are

aring size (SB 204). Further comparisons

marked with P6 and ABEC 3.

are advised because of the results. How-

The NBR bearings performed better in

ever, it is clear what potential the NBR

both comparisons compared with NTN

This speaks for a better matched roller

brand has.

and SNR and made clear the high per-

bearing system with reduced friction,

formance potential of the brand against

higher energy efficiency and, hence, in-

renowned competitors.

creased efficiency.

compared with qualitatively known and

It is only NBR that shows low self-hea-

This means a significantly reduced noi-

representative brands such as NTN and

ting and low running noise in this snap

se exposure for the user, for example, in

SNR. Yet the tests showed amazing in-

shot. The NBR bearings reached a noi-

case of noise-sensitive applications such

sights, particularly as these were com-

se level in some cases that corresponds

as fan bearings.

mercially available bearings ready for

to precision class P4 (!). These are ext-

installation.

remely high requirements as known for

This comparison opens the user, aside

super-precision bearings from the ma-

from enormous potential of lasting eco-

chine tool building sector.

nomic and ecologic advantages in com-

The initial objective was to demonstrate the technical status of the NBR brand

While the SNR brand showed a generally usual noise level, the NTN bearings
had a relatively high noise level as well

petition, additional safety of a renowRadial insert ball-bearing inserts are

ned brand.

The NBR – NTN – SNR benchmark test
1.1 Basic data
Location & period

Noise test rig

Analyses

The tests took place in December 2013.

Roller bearing noise test rig WGP-1

Roller bearing analyses, envelope

(DIN 5426-1), model year 2008

curve spectra Measurement accuracy:

Tester

Test load: 50 N (axial)

Amplitude resolution

Dr.-Ing. Gerd Ellmer,

Sensor contact force: 5 N

Measurement signal 0.15 mm/s²

Engineers Prof.Sturm + Partner GmbH,

Speed: 1,800 rpm or 3,000 rpm

Piezoelectric sensor

Dipl.-Ing. Jan Sparmann

Date of last calibration:
Measuring results

Test bearings
Following bearings were selected
for testing:
1. SB 204, SNR
(sample no 1, 2, 3)
individually packaged
2. AS 204, NTN
(sample no 4, 5, 6)
individually packaged
3. SB 204, NBR
(sample no 7, 8, 9)
individually packaged

2008-08-14 with shaker VC 10

• Absolute effective values v
(4 frequency ranges) in µm/s
• Relative effective values v
(4 frequency ranges) in %
• dB values (4 frequency ranges)
Reference value 1 µm/s

Temperature measuring instrument
Optris MSplus
(Infrared thermometer) -32 bis 760° C
Accuracy: +/- 1 % of measured value
+/- 1 ° C (at -20 up to +530° C)

• Absolute effective values a
(4 frequency ranges) in mm/s²
• Relative effective values a
(4 frequency ranges) in %
• dB values (4 frequency ranges)
Reference value 1 mm/s²
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1.2 Test records
Bearings noise test

The bearing were axially engaged with a

The temperature was scanned over the

See enclosure: Roller bearing noise-test

load of 50 N (DIN 5426-1) in each case in

whole visible bearing surface and the

test record SB 204

order to ensure safe rolling of the balls.

maximum value recorded.

Description

Self-heating of bearings test

Earlier tests (noise test) have shown that

All bearings subjected to visual inspec-

See enclosure: Self heating-testing

stabilization of the bearings’ operating

tion and the fastening screws remo-

test record SB 204

temperature took place within 20 min.

ved. All bearings convinced altogether

Therefore, the measurement was abor-

outwardly by clean workmanship and

Following the noise test, self-heating of

ted independently from whether the

solid physical appearance as such. The

the bearings was tested due to different

temperature of the bearings could have

bearing were tested with removed fas-

heating of the bearings of individual

further risen after this time was elapsed.

tening screw from both sides (a, b), with

manufacturers which was ascertained in

two speeds (1.800, 3.000 rpm).

previous tests.

In this process, the values of the vibra-

The test was performed at a speed of

tion acceleration aeff (mm/s²) in the

3.000 rpm. Temperature was measured

frequency range of 56 – 4.500 Hz were

every 5 minutes using a non-contacting

compared.

infrared thermometer.

The measurements were only carried
out from one side as opposed to noise
testing.

1.3 Diagrams
Bearings noise test

Self-heating of bearings test

See enclosure: Bearing noise analysis diagram SB 204

See enclosure: Bearing self-heating test diagram SB 204

1.4 Contacts
Dr.-Ing. Gerd Ellmer

Friedrich Braun GmbH

Engineers Prof.Sturm + Partner GmbH

Geister Landweg 15

Zur Wetterwarte 50

D-48153 Münster

D-01109 Dresden / Germany

Phone +49 (0) 2 51/987 22 111/112
Fax

+49 (0) 2 51/987 22 115

E-Mail info@braun-waelzlager.de
www.braun-waelzlager.de

Please contact us – we will be pleased to advise you.

